Abstract-The effect of bus-bar splitting on the static stability limit is studied in this paper. A novel online bus-bar splitting methodology is developed to increase the static stability limit of a look-ahead (i.e., short term, say, 30 minutes ahead) power system. The proposed methodology, designed for online application, is based on a strategy consisting of screening, ranking, and decision stages. A tailored model of bus-bar splitting is developed to accurately model bus-bar splitting scenarios. The effectiveness of the proposed online bus-bar splitting methodology is evaluated on the IEEE 118-bus, 1648-bus, and 3120-bus power systems. Results indicate that significant load margin increases can be achieved by bus-bar splitting.
NOMENCLATURE

Indices k
Number of split bus-bars i, j Bus m Maximum number of split bus-bars n l Number of branches of mesh network
Sets
B 1
Set of the top bus-bar splitting schemes when the number of split bus-bars is 1 B k Set of the top bus-bar splitting schemes when the number of split bus-bars is k CB k + 1 Set of candidate splitting scenarios if k+1 bus-bars are allowed to be split N Network topology of a look-ahead power system
Variables λ pre Load margin of the look-ahead base-case power system ss Total number of splitting scenarios n Number of feeders of a bus-bar V i Voltage magnitude of bus i S ij Apparent power flow of line i-j research work has explored bus-bar splitting to relieve overload [8] - [12] , reduce voltage violations [11] - [13] , perform system islanding [14] , limit short-circuit currents [15] - [16] , and enhance transient stability [17] . A distribution factor-based method was extended to bus-bar splitting in [8] , followed by a work on substation splitting scenarios for online application in [9] . Substation switching, including line switching and bus-bar splitting, was employed to alleviate power system congestion under the N-1 criterion in [10] . A bus-bar splitting model was proposed to model all of the splitting scenarios in [11] . A binary integer programming (BIP)-based OPF method was developed to relieve overload and voltage violations in [12] . Reference [14] presented a bus-bar splitting approach to island a power system to isolate the fault components while maximizing load supply. The application of the bus splitting strategy to limiting short-circuit currents was presented in [15] - [16] . The effect of the switching scheme on transient stability was studied in [17] . The application of line switching to increase load margins to static stability limits in an online environment was presented in [18] . In this paper, the effect of bus-bar splitting on enhancing voltage stability was investigated. Compared with the scheme of line switching, the nature of bus-bar splitting is quite different. On the one hand, bus-bar splitting generates a new node but the number of transmission lines remains the same, whereas line switching is the opposite. On the other hand, bus-bar splitting is more complex because splitting a bus-bar generates a large number of bus-bar splitting scenarios.
The problem of bus-bar spitting, by its very nature, is a nonlinear integer programming problem. The reasons for why commercial optimization tools, such as BARON, CPLEX, and so on [6] - [7] , cannot be directly applied to solve the problem include the nonlinearity, the high dimensionality of the problem, and the complex modeling of bus-bar splitting. In this paper, a three-stage online methodology including screening, ranking, and decision stages is developed to the bus-bar splitting problem without the simplification of a nonlinear programming problem. To this end, a tailored bus-bar splitting for flexibly modeling bus-splitting scenarios and fast screening is developed. The bus-splitting model can also be extended to model any arbitrary switching action, such as line switching, shunt switching, and so on. In addition, a screening scheme tailored to the bus-splitting problem is developed.
The features of the proposed methodology are summarized as follows:
1) The proposed methodology uses the AC power flow model and finds the "best" bus-bar splitting scheme to increase the static load margin of look-ahead power systems. 2) The proposed methodology can find multiple high-quality bus-bar splitting schemes from which system operators may select a 'desired' one.
3) The proposed methodology is fast and suitable in online environments to determine bus-bar splitting for large-scale power systems. The effectiveness of the proposed online bus-bar splitting methodology is evaluated on the IEEE 118-bus, 1648-bus, and 3120-bus power systems. 
II. PROBLEM FORMULATIONS
Given the required online data (i.e., the operating condition of current power system and the predictive data of look-ahead power system), the operating condition and load margin λ pre of the look-ahead power system (i.e., look-ahead power system before bus-bar split) can be obtained by performing continuation power flow calculation on the comprehensive quasi-steady state model of look-ahead power systems:
where f b (•) denotes the active and reactive power flow balance equations representing current or look-ahead base-case power systems when λ = 0 or λ = 1, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). The vector b = b 1 − b 0 represents the power injection variation at each bus (i.e., variation of active and reactive loads and active generation), b 0 and b 1 are the vectors of power injections of current power system and look-ahead power system, respectively, and x is the vector of state variables (i.e., the bus voltage vectors). The proposed bus-bar splitting problem for look-ahead power systems can be generically expressed as arg max
where V i is the voltage magnitude of bus i, S ij is the apparent power flow of line i-j, and p denotes the specified parameter. In this paper, p refers to the branch admittances of a mesh network, as discussed in Section III. k denotes the total number of busbars to be split, and m is the maximum number of split bus-bars allowed.
The objective of bus-bar splitting problem (2) is to decide the best split bus-bar b k and the corresponding splitting scheme bs k for the network topology N of a look-ahead power system to maximize the load margin to the static stability limit. Constraint (3) ensures the power balance with respect to the power injection variation vector b while (4) ensures the operational and engineering requirements and (5) specifies the maximum number of split buses allowed, say, one or a few.
III. A NOVEL BUS-BAR SPLITTING MODEL
Generally, a bus-bar in a substation is connected with several feeders (including the load branch and the shunt branch). Hence, there are multiple possible splitting scenarios when a bus-bar is to be split. The total number of splitting scenarios ss for a bus-bar with n feeders is [11] - [13] :
For example, when a bus-bar connected with six feeders is split, ss = C 
A. Bus-Bar Splitting Models
There are two models proposed in the literature to simulate the impact of bus-bar splitting on power system static behaviors. The first model was proposed in [8] , consisting of two lines in series with equal opposite reactance and a new added bus (see Fig. 2 ). Buses 1 and 2 are isolated when either of the two added lines is switched off. But this model is not suitable for flexibly modeling all possible bus-bar splitting scenarios.
To overcome the shortcoming of model 1, a multiple-node model was presented to simulate different splitting scenarios [11] - [12] . The splitting bus-bar is modeled as multiple modes that are connected with breaker lines to each other (see Fig. 3(a) ). The action of bus-bar splitting is equivalent to the action of switching out multiple lines (i.e., breaker lines). The model generates splitting scenarios by switching the corresponding ). For example, the splitting scenario shown in Fig. 3 (b) can be generated by switching breaker lines B1-B2, B1-B3, B3-B4, and B2-B4 out.
The effectiveness of two models on relieving overloads and voltage violations have been demonstrated in [8] , [11] - [13] . However, these models are not suitable for our purpose because of inaccurate sensitivity.
B. A Novel Bus-Bar Splitting Model
We propose a novel, bus-bar splitting model for generating bus-bar splitting scenarios. In addition, the model supports the development of a scheme to rapidly screen out ineffective splitting scenarios. This model is motived by the ward equivalent method [19] .
Suppose that bus-bar s is to be split. Buses directly connected with bus-bar s are termed boundary buses, denoted by B, and the other buses are termed external buses, denoted by E (see Fig. 4 ).
Before Splitting: By applying the ward equivalent method, the star network, which consists of bus-bar s and its connected branches, can be converted into a mesh network N m whose vertices are the remaining boundary buses after eliminating bus-bar s (see Fig. 4(a) ).
The voltage equation of the power system before splitting bus-bar s can be described as ⎡
where Y ss ,Y BB , and Y EE are the node self-admittances of busbar s, its boundary buses, and its external buses, respectively. Y sB and Y Bs are the mutual admittances among bus-bar s and the boundary buses, respectively.V is the matrix of bus voltages, andİ is the matrix of bus injection currents. By applying the Gauss elimination method to (7), the voltage equation before splitting is the following equation:
ss Y sB (9) whereỸ BB is the admittance matrix of the mesh network N m before splitting bus-bar s. After Splitting: After splitting bus-bar s, a new bus-bar s' is generated, but the boundary buses are invariant. Considering a splitting scenario shown in Fig. 4(b) , the star network consisting of bus-bar s and bus-bar s' and their connected branches can be converted into a mesh network N m whose vertices are the remaining boundary buses after eliminating bus-bar s and s'.
The voltage equation of the power system after splitting bus-bar s can be described as ⎡
where "+" denotes the elements after splitting bus-bar s, and Y + BB is the admittance matrix of the mesh network N m after splitting bus-bar s.
Applying the Gauss elimination method to eliminate the first and second lines of (10) corresponding to bus-bars s and s', the voltage equation after splitting is the following equation:
Hence, according to the equivalent method derived above, the difference between before and after bus-bar s splitting can be modeled as the difference of the admittance matrix between mesh networks N m and N m , that is,
where ΔY denotes the branch admittance changes due to splitting bus-bar s.
Note that the proposed bus-bar splitting model is tailored for the screening stage to quickly screen out ineffective spitting scenarios. We do not eliminate any bus-bars in other steps.
The above bus-splitting model can be extended to any arbitrary switching action, such as line switching, shunt switching and so on. While the bus set of the power system containing the line, shunt, or bus-bar to be switched can be defined as an internal part, those buses directly connected with the internal are boundary buses, and the other buses are external buses. By applying the Gauss elimination method to eliminate internal buses in the voltage equations of pre-switching system and post-switching system, respectively, two mesh networks of the two power systems can be generated. And the admittance change of the two mesh networks can be used to reflect the switching action within the internal part.
C. Modeling Bus-Bar Splitting Scenarios
We next present a computational procedure for modeling busbar splitting based on the proposed novel bus-bar splitting model as follows:
Step 1: Obtain a list of candidate splitting bus-bars. The candidate bus-bars to be split can be all of the buses with multiple feeders or buses specified by operators.
Step 2: Generate the splitting scenarios of each splitting bus-bar.
Calculate the number of splitting scenarios ss (6).
Step 3: Calculate the pre-splitting admittance matrixỸ BB according to (9) .
Step 4: Calculate the admittance matrixỸ + BB of each splitting scenario according to (12) .
Step 5: Calculate the admittance difference ΔY for each busbar splitting scenario according to (13) .
Step 6: Output the bus-bar splitting scenarios and their corresponding admittance matrices.
IV. BUS SPLITTING METHODOLOGY
A. Stage 1: (Screening Stage)
The aim of this stage is to rapidly screen all of the splitting scenarios to select a small number of effective scenarios by applying a linear method, i.e., a sensitivity-based method.
The first order Taylor series expansion of (3) can be expressed as follows:
At a saddle-node bifurcation (SNB) point, the Jacobian matrix ∂f b /∂x is singular. There exists a non-zero left eigenvector ω corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix at SNB such that ω ∂ f b ∂ x = 0. Hence, the load margin variation due to a local change in parameter p can be obtained by the following [20] :
and ω is a left eigenvector corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix at SNB. f b is the parameterized power flow equation (3) . Here, Δp denotes the branch admittance changes ΔY caused by bus-bar splitting. Equation (13) calculates the branch admittance changes ΔY . Taking branch i-j of the mesh network as an example, ΔP i and ΔP j are the real power balance equations of buses i and j, respectively. ΔQ i and ΔQ j are the reactive power balance equations of buses i and j, respectively. The branch admittances of branch i-j before and after splitting are g ij + jb ij and g (16) Hence, the load margin changes due to the branch admittance changes of mesh network N m with n l branches can be calculated, and the change in the load margin due to a splitting scenario is thus
The screening stage uses the sensitivity formula (17) to rapidly screen out ineffective bus splitting scenarios. All of the splitting scenarios resulting in Δλ s ≥ 0 are captured and sent to Stage 2 for further assessment.
B. Stage 2: (Ranking Stage)
The aim of this stage is to rank the captured bus-bar splitting scenarios at Stage 1 to quantify their effectiveness according to the corresponding load margins by a nonlinear estimation method. A look-ahead margin estimation method [21] - [22] (see Fig. 1 ) is employed to estimate the load margins of each post-splitting case.
The basis of look-ahead margin estimation method is described as follows. Two power flow solutions are needed to estimate the load margin in look-ahead margin estimation methods. The two power flow solutions ((λ 1 , V i,1 ) and (λ 2 , V i,2 )) are obtained from the continuation power flow. It follows that
In addition, another equation, i.e., the derivative of the second power flow solution (λ 2 , V i,2 ) with respect to load margin λ, can be obtained as follows:
Solving (18a) and (18b), the coefficients α, β, and γ can be obtained and the load margin is
Specifically, the load bus i with the largest drop in voltage magnitude is selected to fit the P-V curve. To be effective, we use the following criterion to choose load bus i:
The following closeness criterion is used to check whether the estimation is accurate:
where ε is a pre-defined value. If the estimated load margin λ * is not satisfied with criterion (21), the second power flow solution becomes the first power flow solution, and a new second power flow solution is reselected using the following step-size equation (22) ; otherwise, the estimated load margin is λ * :
where μ is the step length factor, which is less than 1 (for example, golden section point 0.618). From a computational viewpoint, the first power flow solution can be the current operation point. The second power flow solution should be placed as close to the nose point as possible for the exact estimation of load margin. Hence, the first 'second' power flow solution of each post-splitting case can be computed with the step-size:
If the second power flow solution with this step diverges, an automatic step length shrinking technique (i.e., run a continuation method with a new step size that equals 80% of the current step) is used to compute the second power flow solution until a solution is obtained. Then the two power flow solutions are used to estimate the load margin by (19) . If the criterion (21) is not satisfied, the second power flow solution is set as the 'new' first power flow solution and the step-size (22) is used to compute a new second power flow solution.
C. Stage 3: (Decision Stage)
The continuation power flow (CPFLOW) method is employed at Stage 3 to compute the exact load margin of a power system with respect to a specified power injection vector [23] - [26] . The main advantages of a continuation power flow method are its speed, functionality, and reliability [23] , [26] . At this stage, CPFLOW is selected to perform the exact load margin calculation of each top-ranked bus-bar splitting scenario and to decide the top splitting candidates.
V. ONLINE BUS-BAR SPLITTING METHODOLOGY
A step-by-step description of the proposed bus-bar splitting methodology for online applications is presented below. We first consider the situation where only one bus-bar is allowed to be split.
Single bus-bar splitting methodology
Step 1: Input a list of candidate buses that can be split, the current operating point (say, from a state estimator), and the look-ahead load forecasting and generation scheduling, then build the look-ahead power injection variation vector b.
Step 2: Apply a continuation power flow method to the current operating condition along the look-ahead variation vector of step 1 to obtain: (i) the base-case P-V curve, (ii) the (simulated) look-ahead operation point, and (iii) the load margin of the look-ahead base case.
Step 3: For each candidate bus, generate bus-bar splitting scenarios (by applying the process of modeling bus-bar splitting scenarios described in Section III).
Step 4: (Screening stage) Perform rapid load margin estimation using the sensitivity method (15) (16) (17) to screen all of the bus-bar splitting scenarios and send the effective splitting scenarios (i.e., Δλ s ≥ 0) to the next step.
Step 5: (Ranking stage) Perform the ranking of each bus-bar splitting scenario according to the load margin estimated by the look-ahead margin estimation method, remove the splitting scenarios with constraint violations of (4a) or (4b) from the list, and send the top-ranked bus-bar splitting schemes to the next step.
Step 6: (Decision stage) Perform the exact load margin calculation for each top-ranked bus-bar splitting scenario using a continuation power flow method, and decide the top bus-bar splitting scenarios based on their exact load margins.
Step 7: Output the report of the top bus-bar splitting schemes, their corresponding load margins to the static stability limit, the thermal-limit load margins, and the voltage-limit load margins.
When multiple bus-bars are allowed to be split, the proposed method for online bus-bar splitting is described below:
Multiple bus-bar splitting methodology
Step 1: Input a list of candidate buses that can be split and input the current operating point (say, from a state estimator) and the look-ahead load forecasting and generation scheduling, then build the look-ahead power injection variation vector b.
Step 3: Input the maximum number of split buses m, and set the number of split buses to k = 1.
Step 4: Generate the split scenario list CB k for all bus-bars to be split.
Step 5: Apply the single bus-bar splitting methodology to the list of candidate scenarios CB k to obtain the top bus-bar splitting schemes B k with the number of split bus-bars k.
Step 6: If k < m, do the following; otherwise, go to the next step.
Compose a list of candidate split scenarios CB k + 1 with the top splitting scheme sets B k and B 1 , using the following composition procedure:
where B k , B 1 represent the set of the top bus-bar splitting schemes when the number of split bus-bars is k and 1, respectively. The candidate split scenario list CB k + 1 is the Cartesian product of the two sets B k and B 1 . Add set k = k + 1, then go to step 4; otherwise, if k = m, go to the next step.
Step 7: Output the multiple bus-bar splitting schemes B 1 , B 2 , · · · B m , their corresponding load margins to the static stability limit, the thermal-limit load margins, and the voltagelimit load margins.
Note that because a bus is split only once, the composed split scenario is checked at step 5 before the decision step.
VI. NUMERICAL STUDIES
Four numerical examples are provided to evaluate the performance of the methodology presented in Section V. Two examples of a 118-bus power system are used to illustrate the single bus-bar splitting methodology and the multiple bus-bar splitting methodology, respectively. The examples of a 1648-bus power system and a 3120-bus power system are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology on large-scale power systems. The exact load margins calculated by CPFLOW are used as benchmarks to check the speed and accuracy of the proposed three-stage methodology.
A. IEEE 118-Bus Power System
This test system has 186 branches, and bus 69 is the slack bus. The thermal limit of each transmission line is 500 MW. All of the other data are identical with [27] - [28] . In this test system, all the buses with at least four branches (including load branch and shunt branch) are considered as candidates for splitting. Applying the process of modeling bus-bar splitting scenarios, a total of 21 candidate bus-bars and the resulting 292 scenarios are to be evaluated. Table I . The split schemes are shown in Table II, and columns 3  and 4 in Table II are the bus numbers connected on tw separated buses The load margin of the look-ahead base case is improved by 3.15% (i.e., 21.579) by splitting bus 37. The corresponding split scheme for lines 47 and 50 is to be connected on one split bus, and lines 48, 51, 52, 53, and the shunt at bus 37 are connected on the other split bus. The local electrical diagram near bus 37 is shown in Fig. 5 . P-V curves of pre-and post-splitting power systems are shown in Fig. 6 . It is clear that the static stability is improved via the bus-bar splitting identified by the proposed bus-bar splitting methodology.
2) Multiple Bus-Bar Splitting: A scenario of 39 loads in area 2 is considered to be increased by 10% over the loading level of the current base case. The scheduled active power of three generators at bus-bars 1, 4, and 31 is 75.705, 54.705, "L" represents the load at the split bus-bar. "S" represents the shunt branch at the split bus-bar. and 86.52MW, respectively, to meet the increased load. Along the vector of power injection variations, the load margin of the look-ahead base case is 2531.55MW (the normalized value is λ base = 11.7039). Multiple bus-bars are allowed to be split to increase the load margin of the static stability. When multiple bus-bars are allowed to be split, we first perform the single bus-bar splitting methodology, and then the multiple bus-bar splitting methodology. The multiple bus-bar splitting scenario candidates are composed of the permutation of the top-ranked bus-bar splitting according to (24) . For example, the candidate split scenarios list when m = 3 is composed of the permutation of the top-ranked split scenarios list with m = 1 and m = 2. The improved load margins from the proposed methodology are listed in Table III: 13.19% improvement for m = 1, 33.77% improvement for m = 2, 49.71% improvement for m = 3, and 22.16% improvement for m = 4. Fig. 7 presents P-V curves of the look-ahead base case and the top post-splitting cases. The maximum improvement is 49.71% above the load margin of the look-ahead base case when the number of split buses is 3. Due to space limitation, the top 4 split schemes for m = 1, 2, 3 are summarized in Tables IV and V. We also perform a multiple bus-bars splitting method on the single bus-bar splitting example. The top 1 bus-bar splitting solutions and the improved load margins are presented in Table VI . When multiple bus-bars are allowed to be split, the proposed methodology decides the top 1 split buses with the static load margins being improved by 3.15%, 6.19%, 4.0%, and 3.99%. The maximal improvement of load margin is 6.19% when m = 2. The top splitting schemes for m = 1, 2, 3, 4 are summarized in Table VII and VIII. 
B. 1648-Bus Power System
The total real power load of the 1648-bus power system is 54988.9 MW. The lower and upper bounds of the bus voltage magnitude are 0.9 p.u. and 1.1 p.u., respectively. Given that 100 loads at buses 277 through 410 are increased by 16%, the active power of 4 generators at buses 1, 3, 8, and 20 are scheduled as 136.74, 205.11, 136.74, and 205.11 MW to meet these increased loads. The load margin of the look-ahead base case along this variation pattern is 2013.51 MW (i.e. λ base = 3.5340). For this test system, 395 bus-bars are selected as busbar splitting candidates, and the total number of split scenarios is 12628.
The results of applying the proposed methodology are summarized in Tables IX, X, Stage 3: For each top-ranked candidate scenario, the three load margins were calculated and the high-quality bus-bar splitting scheme candidates were identified. Multiple solutions of busbar splitting for each given number m were obtained.
The improvement in load margins with different numbers of bus-bars are 7.56%, 10.58%, 11.97%, and 11.28%, respectively (see Fig. 8 ).
C. 3120-Bus Power System
The total real power load is 21181.48 MW. The lower and upper bounds of the bus voltage magnitude are 0.9 p.u. and 1.12 p.u., respectively. Considering that 271 loads (2837.6 MW) at area 5 are increased by 20%, 5 generators at bus-bars 236, 2791, Tables XII, XIII, and XIV, and P-V curves are shown in Fig. 9 . The maximum improvement in the load margins is 11% when the number of split bus-bars is 3.
D. CPU Time
The examples were performed using Matlab 2011a on a PC with Windows 7, 32-bit, Intel Core 2.9 GHz, i5 CPU, and 4 GB of memory. The computation time consumed by the proposed methodology for the four examples is summarized in Table XV. TABLE XIV  SPLIT SCHEMES IN TABLE IX AND The CPU times by the proposed methodology are significantly less than that of CPFLOW, which shows the potential for online application of the proposed methodology.
To examine the effectiveness of the proposed method under different load models, we employ three static load models are employed to study their impacts: constant PQ and two different types of ZIP load models. The evaluation results were encouraged showing the robustness of the proposed methodology under different, nonlinear static load models. Further study along this direction is needed.
VII. CONCLUSION
An online bus-bar splitting methodology for maximizing the load margin to the static stability limit of look-ahead power systems is proposed. This novel online methodology, including screening, ranking, and decision stages, is developed to achieve online application and to provide a set of high-quality split schemes that can be selected as a preferred solution by operators. For the fast screening of ineffective bus-bar splitting scenarios, a tailored bus-bar splitting model is developed which can also be extended to model any switching action, such as line switching, shunt switching and so on.
Evaluation studies on the IEEE 118-bus, 1648-bus, and 3120-bus power systems show that considerable improvements in static stability can be achieved with the proposed online bus-bar splitting methodology. The degree of improvement is varied, depending on several factors such as the loading conditions, the network topology of the base case, and so on.
A fruitful potential extension of the proposed methodology is to combine the actions of line switching and bus-bar splitting. It is expected that greater improvements for enhancing the static voltage stability of power systems can be achieved by the combined actions. In addition, the dynamic behavior of post-splitting power systems deserves further study. It should be pointed out that all of the bus-bar splitting scenarios are not interrelated, making the proposed method suitable for parallel implementation. In addition, the proposed method does not need to fine tune parameters and hence, is suitable for online application. Thus, further evaluation, especially when implemented in an advanced language program with parallel computing technology, in an online environment is needed. In addition, we use the Cartesian product of two top-ranked bus-bar splitting sets (24) when multiple bus-bars are allowed to be split as the candidate splitting scenarios list. Hence, the issue of determining optimal multiple bus-bar splitting candidates is an important research topic.
